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A 13 STRACT

77~ebasic assumption-basedtruth maintenance (A T~1S)architecture protides a foundation for
vapleinentingjar ous kinds of default reasoning.This papershowshow the basicA T~!Sis extended
to handledefaultsand disjunctionsof assumptions.Theseextensionsare used to encodedisjunctions
of nodes, flonmonotonicjustifications, normal defaults. nonnormal defaults, and arhurarv pro—

positionalformalas.

1. Introduction

The basic ATMS [4] provides a novel truth maintenance[6] facility. Unlike
previOUS truth maintenance systems which are based on manipulating

lu~tihcations,the ATMS is, in addition, basedon manipulatingassumptionsets.
The ATMS is designedto function in tandem\vitli a problem solver as part of
an overall reasoningsystem.The problem solver constructsrecords of all the
inferencesit makes( justifications) and hypothesesit introduces(assumptions).
INc task of the AIMS is tO etticientlv determine,given the inferences that

11 ave been madeso far, all the possible contextsand their contents.

A set of assumptionsis an enuironmeluand the set of all datapropositionally
derivable frcin the assumptionsusing the justifications is the context of the
cn\ ironment. If false is derivablefrom the assumptions.thenthe environmentis
Inconsistentand is definednot to havea context The efficiency of the ATMS is
basedon the observationthat if a datum is derivable from a particularset of

~umptions it is derivablefrom everysupersetaswell. TheATMS associateswith
C\ cry datumthe minimal setof environmentsfrom which it is derivable.This setis
INC labelof thedatum.By computingthelabel foreachdatum,theATNIS indirectly
computesthe contentsof eachcontext. Given thelabel, it is very easyto compute
Nc presenec of a daturn in a context: A datum is in a context exactlywhen the

~1rtijictal It1(cl/lipFwc 28 (1~(~)I (~- 1~
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assumptionsof the contextarea subsetof any of theenvironmentsof thedatum’s
label.

A task involving n assumptionshas 2ti environments, and at most 2’~
contexts.The environmentlattice of Fig. 1 illustrates all the possible environ-
mentsfor a task involving the assumptions,A, B, C~D, and E.

The crossed-outvertices indicate inconsistentenvironments,or nogoods. If
an environmentis nogood,thenall of its supersetsarealso.Thusthe inconsistent
environmentsof Fig. I can he generatedby the single nogood: (A, B, E}. The
verticesenclosedin rectanglesindicateenvironmentswhosecontextsincludethe
datumx = I . The label for x 1 is the greatestlower boundsof the highlighted
vertices: ((A, C}, (D, E} ~.

More formally, the ATNIS is suppliedwith a set of justifications:

a1,a2,’ -~B,

wherea1, . . . , f3 areproblem-solverdata,assumptions,or falsity I. Usually~ is
not an assumption.A justification canbe interpretedasthe material implication:

a1Aa1A~—*~.

A datum is in a context if it is propositionallyderivable(using the justifications)
from the assumptionsof the context. An environment is inconsistent,if I is
propositionallv derivablefrom the assumptionset.

The basic ATMS datastructureis a node:

~datum, label, justifications~

The node for x = 1 is representedby (seeFig. 1):

= 1. {{A, C}, {D, E}}, {.. .~.

(Justificationsare listed only if important tc) the example.)
T representsthe assumptionx. y~representsthe nonassumptionnode

associatedwith problem-solver datum x. y. representsthe node false I.
However, I adopt this typographically cumbersomenotation only when neces-
sary.in mostsituationsit is clearwhetheradatumoranodewith that datumis being
referredto. Tlnis. lower-caselettersdesignatenonassumptionnodesor problem-
solver data associatedwith nonassumptionnodes. Capital letters designate
assumptionnodesor problem-sol\erassumptions.I designatesthe node y or
falsity. To a~oid confusion, these abbreviationsare not used for composite

problem-solverexpressions.e.g.,I~.~. -~. In theusualcase\vhereanassumption
justifies a particul~irnode. the node is designatedby a lower-caseletter and the
assumption by the upper—caseof ~he sameletter. ror example,assumptionN1
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justifies node n1:

N; ~

The ATMS can be viewedas theoremprover restricted to propositional logic
but extended to operate in multiple contexts. This paper adopts much of its
nomenclaturefrom that literature. Following standard convention[1, 9]: x and X
are positive literals; —ix and --tX are negativeliterals; a positiveclausehasonly
positive literals; a negativeclausehasonly negativeliterals: a mixed clausehasat
leastone positive literal and one negativeliteral; a Horn clausehas exactlyone
positive literal. A unit clausehasexactlyone literal.

ThispaperaugmentsthebasicATMS in threeimportant waysandconcludeswith
a discussionof the strategiesfor implementing the improvements.

First, the ATMS is augmented to incorporate the notion of default assump-
tion. Unlike conventional ATMS assumptionswhich the problem solver can
chooseto believe or not as it pleases,a default assumption is one which must
be believed unlessthere is evidenceto the contrary. In this view, the maximal
consistent vertices of the environment lattice correspond to the contexts the
problem solver is interested in.

Second, the ATMS is extended to allow the problem solver to
expressdisjunctions of assumptions.Given the ability to encodedisjunction,
any propositional expressioncan be represented in terms of justifications and
disjunctions. Many of these encoding techniquesare like those used in RUP
[7]. but generalizedto multiple contexts.

Third, the ATMS is extended to accept nonmonotonic justifications. Al-
though most applications of nonmonotonic justifications are handled by the
multiple-context facility of the basic ATMS, a few applications require the
explicit introduction of nonmonotonic justifications. As nonmonotonic
justifications areinherently nonpropositional,aspecialimprovementisrequired to
treat them correctly.

1.1. Consistency,soundness,completenessand minimality

The basic AThIS ensures that labels are consistent. sound. complete. and
minimal. These properties arc defined in terms of propositional derivahility
treating all the justifications Is axioms. This paper presentsa seriesof enco-
dings for various kinds of logical constraints in terms of the restricted set of
formulas the ATMS can reason with. The ATMS retains its four important
properties with respect to its encoded inputs. However, we will repeatedly
examinewhether the ATMS retains its important properties with respectto the
original unencoded expressions. These properties are defined in terms of
derivahility in propositional and default logic. Frequently. foregoingsomeofthe
properties is a useful expedient.
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2. Defaults

A common Al application is to define default rules such as ~In the absenceof
information to the contrary, assumex.” or ~lf it is consistent to believe x. then
assumex.” Defaultsare representedby ATMS assumptions.However,an ATMS
assumption placesnocondition on whether the assumption is believedor not or
even whether its belief is preferable to its disbelief. A default is an assumption
whose belief is preferred to its disbelief. To achieve this effect an additional
stipulation must be placedon what is meant by a solution. If all assumptionsare
defaults, then solution contextsmustbe maximal (i.e.,havenoconsistentsuperset
contexts).Such maximal contextsare called extensionsand their characterizing
environments interpretations.

In terms of Reiter’s default logic [8]. creating assumption A corresponds to
making the normal default:

:MA/A.

The set of assumptionsand justifications form a propositional normal default
theory. The solutions, i.e., the maximal contexts, correspond to Reiter’s
extensions.

Strictly speaking. an ATMS extension is not exactlya default logic exten-
sion. A default logic extension includes all derivable wffs, while an ATMS
extensiononly includesall derivable atoms for which an ATMS node hasbeen
created. As a consequence,default logic extensionsare always supersetsof
their corresponding ATMS extensions.In fact, there may actually be more
default logic extensionsbecause theories can be extqnded by disjunctions as
well. However, for every ATMS extensionthere existsat leastone default logic
extension containing it, and every default logic extension contains exactly one
.ATMS extension.If the problem solver is interested in a particular wif. then it
must create an explicit ATMS nodeto represent it (explainedin Section6).

2.1. Extensions

Someexampleshelp clarify the notion of extension.The jusailcations.

A.C~e

have exactly one extension.

{A.C~b.d.e},
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with interpretation:

{A,C}.

Adding the justifIcation.

b, d ~ I

splits the extensioninto two:

{A.b}, {Cd}

with interpretations:

{A}, {C}.

Notice that C cannothe addedto {A~sextension(nor A to {C~s).In general.
if an assumptiondoes not appear in an interpretation, then its negation is
propositionally derivable there. Thus, multiple extensionscan arise only if
there are contradictions.

The set of assumptionsand nogoodsare sufficient to determinethe inter-
pretations. The nogood databasecan he viewed as a single propositional
expressionin minimal conjunctive normal form. Converting this expressionto
disjunctive normal form and simplifying producesa set of conjunctionscalled
candidates.The complementsof candidatesare the interpretations.

Supposetherearc assumptionsA, B, C’, D and nogoods:

nogood{A,B~. nogood{B.C~

Each nogood contributes a negative clause to an overall expressionin con-
junctive normal form: (n A v B) A (n B v —i C). Converting to disjunctive
normal form and simplifying give: Li A A ~ C) v Li B). Thus, there are two
candidates,{ A, C} and { B }. andtwo extensionswith interpretations{ B. D } and
{A. C, D}.

Identifying the interpretationscan also be viewed in terms of the environ-
ment lattice. Fig. 2 presentsthe environment lattice for the example of the
preceding paragraph.Each crossed-outenvironment is inconsistent(i.e. , is a
superSet of {A, I3~or {B, C}). The interpretations correspond to those
environments(circled in thefigure) havingno crossed-outsupersets(i.e.. theleast
upperhoundsof the consistentenvironments).

I)uring problem sol\ ing there is a direct way to tell whether the node holds
in all interpretations.A node holds in all extensionsill ~j ~f. the assuniptionsot
one ol its environmentsdo not occur in any nogood. Thus, the problem solver
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[A,B,D)

(AC) (4.0) f~-~-G-) K{B,D} (CD)

~ --~~

(A) {B} (C) (0)

FIG. 2. Extensionen~ironments.

can query the ATMS for nodeswhich hold in all interpretations.The problem
solver can proceed as if these nodesheld universally, in effect, making the
closed-worldassumption.If the label hasan empty environment,then the node
must hold in all future extensionsas ~vell.

2.2. Loss of completeness

Encoding default rules with assumptionsviolates label completenesswith
respectto default logic. Fortunately, the violation is so specific that it can he
avoidedsyntactically.Theviolation canbestheseenby examiningthedefinition of
context. Contextsgrow monotonicallv, hut the presenceof default rules allow
“contexts to grow nonmonotonically.Supposewearein asituationwherethereis
oneassumption.A. andno justifications.To this situationweapply thedefaultrule
that b holds unlessthere is evidenceto the contrary.The default is encodedby
creatinga new assumption13 justifying 1:

B ~ h.

As a consequence/‘ will he in A. 13 ~‘scontext. hut not A }‘s.
In practicethis loss of completenessis irrelevant for two reasons.First, many

problem solversprefer I o Include or excludedefault rules explicit l\. Second.of
the lour important conceptualproperties,onl\ completenessis lost, and it is
ouly lost for contextswhich are not extensions.If default rules aie preseI~t.the
oblective of the problem sol\ ing is in~ariahlv the determination of the exten-
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sions. Thus missing data from nonextensioncontextscannot causemuch of a
problem. This lossofcompleteness.althoughconceptuallyimportant. is irrelevant
in practice and is ignored in the remainder of this paper.

3. Primitive Disjunctions

The ATMS is extended to allow the problem solver to assert a disjunction of
assumptions:

choose{C’1,C’,, . .

choose’s are treated as propositional disjunctions. just as justifications are

treated as propositional implications:

V c2 v....

The presenceof disjunctions has two immediate consequencesfor contextsand
extensions.First, everycontextmusthaveasupersetcontextthatcontainsaC’1 from
every disjunction. Second, every extension must contain at least one C,.
Interestingly, the presenceof disjunctions decreasesrather than increasesthe
number of nodes that have nonempty labels. The definitions of soundness,
consistency.completeness.minimality and extensionall remain unchangedif the
disjunctions areconsideredasconventionalpropositional disjunctionsincluded in
I (the material implications corresponding to the justifications). Although the
definitions remain unchanged.the inferencerulesemployedby theATMS mustbe
extended.

With respect to the expanded I the ATMS remains sound and minimal.
Label consistencyis violated, but interestingly a useful degreeof completeness
is retained. Every interpretation in which a node is derivable is a supersetof
some environment of its label. However, completenessfails to hold for nonin-
terpretation environments.

3.1. Ensuring consistency

Label consistencyis ensuredby a special-casehyperresolution rule:
0

choose{A1.A,.. . .}

nogooda•where A1 E a1 and Aj_fl’a; for all i

nogoodU[a1 — {.4~}]

This inference rule is an instanceof negativeh~perresolution[Ii. This form of
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resolutiontakesa singlepositive clause(a nucleus)and a set of negativeclauses

(thc electrons)eachof which containsa distinct atom of the nucleusto produce
a ~ingIe negativehyperresolyent:

A1vA2v

m41 v ~ for all I

~ V

Each ~ is a negativeclause.The nucleus (A1 v A., v ) correspondsto the
ATMS clioose{A~, A~,. . .} and the electrons(~iA,v ~) correspondto the
nogoods,and the hyperresolventcorrespondsto a newly discoverednogood.

Label consistencywould he violated without this rule. Suppose:

A~a,

B~b,

C~c,

choose{A,B}

c.a~I,

c. b~I.

The basicATMS (without hvperresolution)fails to determinethat c holds in no
extensionsdiscoveringthe nogoods {{c, ~A}.{c, B}}, hut not the nogood {C}.
Hvperresolutiondiscoversthe nogood {C}:

c/iocise{A, B}

nogood{A, C}

1U)gOOd{B, C~

iiogood{C}

3.2. Ensuringcompleteness

Even with the hvperresolution rule, the ATNIS remains incomplete with
respectto nonextensioncontexts. This loss of completenessis important even
tor problem solvers oiil~ interestedin extensionsbecauselabels may contain
to~specific environments (i.e.. containing extra assumptions upon wh icli the
node does not depend).This niav confusethe problemsolver and force it to do
u nnecessarywork.
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a ~

b~i.

The secondversion of hvperresolutiondeterminesthat (~holds universall\:

clioose{A. 13 }

(c. {{A}}, {..

{A}u{}E{{A}}

nogood{B}

4. NegatedAssumptions

The ATMS does not have an explicit notion of negation. The effects of
negation are achievedby justifications and disjunctions. The simplest method
for encodingan assumptionA and its negationB is:

choose{A.B}

A,B~I.

This formulation specifies that every context, or one of its supersets.must
contain oneof A or B, and that no context may contain both A and B.

A second encoding is twice as efficient hut violates completeness.The
justification.

a.

indicatesthat a \vill be in acontextonly if it is inconsistentto addA. In thefollowing
exampletheexistenceof thesingleassumptionA mandatesthepresenceofaor!) in
everyextension:

A~~

(1. /) ~>I,

i~1iishas the ellect of preferring the presenceof a over h. A context will onl\
contain b if A is inconsistent there. However. the encoding violates label
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completenessfor nonextensioncontexts: the AIMS missesthe inference that c
holds universally.

5. IgnoredAssumptions

Often it is useful to hide certain contexts and extensionsfrom the problem
solver. The ATMS statement,

ignore{B}

specifies that every label environment containing B will he invisible to the
problem solver.

Ignored assumptionsare used in many of the encodingsof the next section
Considerthe first, completeencodingfor negation introducedin the previous
section. The formulation suffers from the difficulty that the negation of an
assumptionmust itself he an assumption.and consequentlythat the contextsof
the negationsareexploredaswell—contextswhich the problem-solverdesigner
may never have intended.

Considerthe following set of ATMS statements:

c/ioose{A,B}

A,B~ I.

A~a,

B~b,

ignore~B}

These have the effect of preferring the presenceof a over b. Contexts
containing b are onl~~seenh~the problem solver if A is inconsistentthere (if
thereare no other derivationsfor h). However, if the justifications.

a C.

-C

and.

C,

are included c is determinedto hold tin iversall~.
1~noring assumptions appears to be a cheap computational trick.

l--Io~vever,it is a ~‘ery po\verful and general techniqueto expresspreferences
and to distinguish extensionsfrom other niaxinial contexts.\\ith the ability to
ignore assumptions,t lie AI~N1Scan encode all of Do\ he’s nonmonotonic
justifications as well as Reiter’s nonnormaldefaults.
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6. Formulating Justifications

The only logical constraint the basic ATMS can represent is a justification.
Section 3 extended the ATMS to represent disjunctionCof assumptions. This
section illustrates how any propositional expressioncan be converted into a set
of justifications and primitive disjunctions. This allows the problem solver to
express any logical constraint among atoms. Unlessotherwise indicated, the
encoding satisfies label consistency,soundness,completeness,and minimality
with respectto the original unencodedexpressions.

All of the encodingsrequire explicitly associating assumptionswith nodes.
Sometimesthis assumption is used to explicitly default the node:

X4’x.

It is alsooften useful to default a node conditionally. For example, to default x
only when y holds:

y, X’ ~

where K is an assumptionusedconditionally. Note that if a node is defaulted
unconditionally, then itis not necessaryto default it conditionally. Someof the
encodingsrequire eachconditional assumption to be unique while in others the
sameassumptioncan be reused.

Many of the encodingsrequire introducing auxiliary assumptions.As these
assumptionsare introduced solely for the sakeof the encoding.they should be
ignored by the problem solver. Such assumptions are always indicated by
ignore{.. .}. Most of the auxiliary assumptionsare created to default or con-
ditionally default nodes. If the problem solver has already unconditionally
defaulted a node, then it should not be defaulted again nor should the
assumptionbe ignored.

6.1. Clausal form

Any propositional expressioncan be encodedin the ATMS. The first step is to
obtain an equivalent set of clauses by converting the original expression into
conjunctive normal form. Consider the propositional expression:

-iavelb,clc)velcAd).

Converting into conjunctive normal form we get:

(—ia v —ih v e v d) A (—ia v —it).

This section presentsa variety of methodsfor encoding clauses,each method
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beingappropriatefor certaintasks.Eachmethodsuffersfrom propositional(i.e.,
as a consequenceof the encoding) incompleteness,but has certain efficiency
advantages.

Most propositional theorieshave an infinite numhe~of theorems.In all of
the encodings,the ATMS will only find labels for those propositionsin which
interest is expressedby the problem solver. To determine the label for an
arbitrary expressionp. a new propositionalatom o must he created,and the

expressiona a encoded,The labels for o and ~o indicate the contexts in
which the proposition (i.e., p) and its negation (i.e., ~ip hold). Consider
determining the contexts of a v b. An atom o is created, the expression
o = [a v bI is convertedinto conjunctivenormal form,

hOvaVbIAhaVO]Ahbvol.

When this clauseset is encoded,the labelsfor o and —io indicatethecontextsfor
a v b and —i(a v b).

If a datumonly occurspositively or negatively in the overall clauseset, then
any clause,exceptunit clauses,which contain it can be ignored. If an assump-
tion only occurs positively, then clausescontaining it can be ignored. The
reasondatais treatedsymmetrically,andassumptionsarenot is thatthegoalof the
AIMS is to find the assumptionswhich supportdata.

6.2. Encoding negation

The ATMS doesnot have a notion of negatednode. Considerthe data .v and
nx. Theseare encodedb~two nodes, ‘ye, y~, which as far as the ATNIS is
concernedhave no special relationship.The presenceof y~in a context does

not preclude the presenceof y~or vice versa, In fact, it flay he inconsistent
to even add y1. or to a context. For many problem-solving tasks this
inadequatetreatment of negation causesfew problems. However, for tasks
requiringexplicit treatmentof negation.a set of justifications and disjunctions
are introducedto define the relationshipbetweeny~and y~

The justification.

ynx, yx~
1

,

ensuresthat no context containsboth a node and its negation. Ihe expressions,

J~ yx,

~

iqi:ore{1~~

içIiOF’C { 1,

ensurethat if possible,everyextensioncontainseithera nodeor its negation.The
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expression

C/lOOSe{ 11 ~,T~},

ensuresthat any context to which neither a node nor~its negation can be
consistently added is itself inconsistent. As a consequenceevery extension
containseither the node or its negation.

In addition, the negationof every assumptionA is included:

c/ioose{A,11~}

A, T~~ I,

ignore{T~}

6.3. Encoding by justification

Given the encodingof negation outlined in the previoussection,every clause
can he encodedby a single justification. Logically, it is irrelevant which of tile
possible justifications is usedto encodethe clause.A clauseof n literals can
always be convertedinto n + 1 possiblejustifications. For example, tile clause
(ia v b v c) is encodedby choosingone of the following four justifications:

a, y~,~ C,

a, y~.~

Yb’ Y~c~Y~a

~ ~I.

Given this encoding,the ATNIS constructsthe correct label for eachliteral.

6.4. Avoiding introducingauxiliary assumptions

In most cases, tile preceding encoding introduces far more assumptions.
environments,contexts,andextensionsthan necessaryfor tile problem-solving
task. Tile resulting performancedegradationis exponential in the number of

assumptions:the addition of every irrelevant assumptiondoublesthe number
of environments,contexts,andextensions.If tile problemsolver hasexpressed
interest in few of the assumptions(i.e., most of tile encoding ignore’s take
etlect). then most environmentsand interpretationsare indistinguishablefronl
the problem solvers perspective.Furthermore, tile problem soher is rarely
interestedin the label of every node. In manycases,tile problem solver is only
interestedin the labels br the positive hiterals. The remainderof this section
discussesa variety of far more efficient encodingstrategies.Thesestrategiesall
aLe advantageof the fact thl at the E)roi)lenl solver is only interested in tile

labels of particular nodes,and is only interestedin the contentsof particular
contexts.
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These techniques can be useful even in applications where the problem
solver is interested in all labels and contexts. The problem solver can first
utilize the efficient encoding, delaying the introduction of the full encoding
until it is needed.Often the full encodingcan be completely avoided.

The problem solver must indicate whether it is interested in the label of x.
—ix or both. If only one of x or ix is required, then only one node, y~or
~ is created otherwise both arc created along with the justifications and
disjunction that relates them. It is possible to express every clause as an
implication whoseantecedentis a conjunction of atoms and whose consequent
is a disjunction of atoms. The important characteristic of this form is that no
negation is needed and the only atoms mentioned are those in which the
problem solver has expressedan interest. For example. if the original clause is
—ia v b v c v d and the problem solver has expressedinterest in —ia, —ib, c
and d, then the clauseis written in terms of interesting atoms:

a A b-÷c v d.

If both an atom and its negation are interesting, then. for efficiency, the literal
should alwaysappear in the antecedentof the implication. (Note that if all the
atoms and their negationsare interesting, then this encoding is equivalent to
the previous one.)

With the entire clause set converted to implications, many clauses can be
encoded without complications. If there is only one atom in the disjunction.
then the implication is representeddirectly as a justification. If the disjunction is
empty,theantecedentis ajustification for I. If theconjunction isempty,and all the
antecedentsare assumptions,then theantecedentis anogood.If theconjunction is
empty and thedisjunction containsonly assumptions.then the clausebecomesa
choose.The remaining compleximplications areencodedby introducing auxiliary
assumptions.

6.4.1. Encoding by introducing negations

A srraightfonvard encoding technique for complex implications is to introduce
just enoughnegationsso that every complex implication can be representedby
a single justification. For example, if the problem solver has expressedinterest
in A, b, c, and d:

A—~hye.

h-sc.

C — (I.

By introducing —ih these implications can be written as:
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A A~b~c,

b > ~

C -~ (1.

Which areencodedas:

A, y ~,, ~

b~c,

C ~ Li,

B~b,

~

ignore{B}

ignorc{Ii~/)}

choose{J~,B}.

The basic ATMS producesthe following labels for b. c. and Li:

(b, {{B}}. {..

(c. {{Ii~,,.A}}, {. .

~d,{{B~.{A, I~,,}},{. .

The extendedATMS utilizes the disjunction.

clioorc { l~~, B }

tO resolveds label to.

(LI. {{B}. {A}}. ~ .

6.4.2. LllcoLiinç /)V LIiSjll/2CtU)1l

The techaique of the previous section transformscomplex implications into
justifications by dcli n ing appropriate negations. Con~’erselveach complex
implication can he I ran~lorincdinto a pu~~disjunction by deli fling appropriate

gations.
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The clause,

A1vA2v”vn1vn2v”~,

is encodedby defaulting (if needed)each n1.

ignore{N,}.

N; 4

and the primitive disjunction.

choose{A1. A, N1. N,, . . .}

Only one assumption and one justification need be created for each non-
assumptionthat appears in a disjunction.

The encoding techniquescan be intermixed, one clausecan be encodedas a
disjunction and another as a justification. The exampleused in the previous
section can be encoded as five justifications, three auxiliary assumptionsand
two disjunctions:

choose{f’L,A. B. C}.

ignore{f’,~},

ignore{B},

ignore{C},

choose{A,‘iA}’

C4~c.

c~d.

The basic ATMS producesa label for d:

(d. {{B}JC}}.{. . .}).

The extended ATMS uses the nogood (A. L,4 } and the disjunction
(‘/WOSL’(L,.

1
. B. C} to change cl’s label to:

(S. {JA}. 113}. IC}}. ~. . .})
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From the problem solver’s point of view, which doesnot seeignored assump-
Lions, the label isagainexactly((A }). For this examplethedisjunction encodingis
lessefficient. It requiresone more auxiliary assumptionandone more disjunction.
However,if theoriginal implication hada largedisjunction, thisencodingwould be
more efficient.

6.4.3. Encodingcompleximplications with no assumptiondisjunc:s

This encodingschemeis more natural, producesfewer assumptionsif there are
few atoms which occur often in the disjunctions of complex implications, but
cannot be used if the disjunction contains assumptions.The proposition.

is encodedby unique conditional assumptions:

ignore(C},

the primitive disjunction,

choose(C.C;,.. .}.

and justifications.

.C~4c,.

The usual example is encodedas:

choose{B’,C’},

ignore{B’}

ignore(C}.

A, C 4’

b4c,

c 4, ci.

This encodingis the most efficient for this examplerequiring four justifications,
two auxiliary assumptions. and one disjunction. This encoding technique has
the additional advantagethat environments are contributed to the atomsof the
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original implicationsconsequentonly forenvironmentsforwhichtile implication’s
antecedentholds.

It is crucial that tile conditional assumptionsare unique to the implication.

Suppose.extending the previous example, there were a second implication
e h v c v d which is encodedby,

C11OOS~B, C, D }

ignore{[3~

ignore{C’}.

igitore{D’~

e, B’ ~ b,

e, C’ ~ C,

e. D’~ d,

and in addition,

1) ~ I,

C~I.

e.

In this casethe environment {E~would be incorrectly markedinconsistent.

6.4.4. Eiieodiiig arbitrary CO/li p1ev ill1J)!iCatiOlIS

This encoding is efficient if the same atom appears ill multiple implication

disjunctions. In such cases, a more efficient encoding is to create a new
assumptionfor each implication and reuse tile conditional assumptionsfor the
atoms. The encodingalso applies if tile disjunction side containsassumptions.
Tile generalencodingof a conditional.

~

is:

(I1)cL’~1,C1. C 1). 1)’

A,. A ‘~i’ b. D~ d,

“‘ ‘~ ~ I.i~itoi~’ l)J.

\\‘here ii~a newuniqueassumptionintroducedsolelyto encodethis clause.but the
conditional assumptions neednot be unique.
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Ihen each clause of ii literals is encoded by n justifications, eacll indicating
how each literal is derived from the others. For example,the clause.

(~ a v ~ 1) V

is encodedas:

~ y ‘h ~ C -

a. y ~ b

Y~b’Y-c~Y2

Somewhatmore completenessis obtainedby encodingcomplex inlplications
as in the previoussections.If negationsare interesting,then the eontrapositive
implication can he encodedto approximatenegation. For example. the corn—
plex implication

a A b c V d.

is encodedpositively as outlined in the previoussection. and contrapositivelv

as.

~ C A n ~ a v ~ b.

This encodinghasthe practical advantage[61 that it is not necessaryto create
assunlptionsfor c and J unless a and b hold, nor is it necessaryto introduce
assumptionsfor i e and ~ (1 unlessn a and —i b hold.

6.5. Complex disjunctions

Oneofdisjunctions are treatedas inclusive disjunctionswhere eachdisjunct is
madecontradictory~ ith every other. ihe oneof disj unction

is encodedby assumingeachdatum.

~

~\‘~

the disjunction.

~ A a\’~. .\ F
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and a set of justifications.

ni, n1 ~ I

A,, n1 ~ I

A,, ~

The first two sets of justifications can he introduced as needed via the
consunlermechanisnl[61. File third set of binary nogoodsis representedat no
co~,tby the basic ATMS.

Although it is possible to representn-of disjunctions by extending this idea.
the encoding is extremely inefficient. An ti-of disjunction of ni disjuncts

requires (~) assumptionsto represent.Parity disjunctions (an odd numberof
disjunctshold) are alsonot representedwell. In both of tilese casespart of the
difficulty is intrinsic to the statementof the problem—suchcomplexdisjunctions
havemanysolutions.

7. NonmonotonicJustificationsand Defaults

Most of the tasksfor which a nonmonotonicjustification would otherwisehe

neededare handledby ATMS mechanismsalreadypresented.However,some
tasks require explicit nonnlonotonic justifications, and those too can he

encodedin the ATMS. In Doyle’s TMS a nonmonotonicjustification for n has
an inlist (i i1) and outlist of (o o,, ). The nonmonotonicjustification
stipports the inclusion of n in the context, if all i1. i~.- . - are in the context, and
all 01, O-~.. - . are not. The presenceof such a justification introduces non-
monotonicitv becauseif belief is acquired for son~eo, then n is no longer
believed.

The encoding of nonmonotonic justifications is surprisin~lvsubtle. For
perspicuitywe first transformevery nonmonotonicjustiticatioll into one ha\ ing
at nlost one elementin their iilists (i) and outlists (o):

i
1

A i~A - - - __

0 0~V 07 V

i~i is in the context, then unless there is evidence to the contrary ii must be
also:

1. N’ ~ ii

If o 15 ill tile context, the nonnlonotonicjustification cannot support i~:

i. 0. !V’ ~> I
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In a conventional TNIS, a contradiction provokesdependency-directedback-
tracking to identify an antecedent atom supported by a nonmonotonic
justification. A justification is then addedfor soni~atom of the outlist, thereby
renloving the contradiction. The AIMS achieves tills same effect without
backtracking.Additional ATMS expressionsare requiredto ensurethat o is in
ever~context containing i to which n cannot he consistentl~added. This is
achieved by a justification which ensuresthat o is believed unless there is
evidenceto the contra4yand restricting it:

is O’~ o.

Of course,if n is in the context, tile nonmonotonicjustification cannotsupport
0

i,,i,O’~I.

If i is in a context, then one of ii or o must heH

CIZOOSC{O’.N’} -

Thus far the encodingis symmetric ill n and o. The statement,

ignore{O’}

ensuresthat the problem solver will not see the contexts of o unless it is
inconsistentto add ii. Crucially. N’ nlust not be ignored.

Consider some examples. Suppose there. is a single nonmonotonic
justification for c, with an inhst of A and an outlist of h. This is encodedas:

A. C’~c,

A. b, C’~I,

A, B’~b.

A, c. B’ ~ I

CI100SC{B’, C’}

ig/lorL’{I3}

1At this point the labelsof b and c are:

(b. ~ B’F}, {.. .}~,

KC, ~{A, C’}F. {. - . Fj.

For cft~cicn~~the j l1~tit1C~ItiO1l- Q, ~. ShoUld he addedhUt tills 15 nOt eonccptnattvflCCCS~Il\

as the ATMS infers tile ci feet ot ti1l~justification indirectly
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As b’s label consistsof one environment with an ignored assumption,from the
problem solver’s perspective, b is not in any context. Supposewe add the
additional justification that

‘4

c4.L.

This producesthe nogood:

{A,C}.

Through hyperresolution b’s label is now,

(b, {(A}}, {. .

As a consequenceb is now visible to the problem solver.
Supposewe instead added:

b4,d, c4’d.

The basic ATMS would compute a label for d:

(d, ((A, B’}, (A, C’}}, (. . .9

Hyperresolution produces:

(d, {(A}}, {. . 3).

7.1. A more efficient, lesscomplete,encodingfor nonmonotonic justifications

If even more violations of completenessfor contexts are acceptable. then
another encoding is more efficient, yet preservescompletenessfor extensions.
The idea behind this encoding is to avoid creating 0’ and instead use —~N’ as
defined in Section4:

i,N’4’n,
i, o, N’ 4’ i,

i, n,-iN’ 4’ .L.

7.2. Odd loops

Both encodingshave the significant advantage that odd loops are treated as
contradictions (unlike other TMSs which either outlaw theni, ignore them, or
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go into infinite loops when they are present). Consider the nonmonoton ic
justification with an in list of (/) and an ou tlist of itself (ii ). This translatesto
(using the efficient encodingalthoughthe techniqueappliesto both):

i, N’ ~

i. n, N’~ I.

i, n,~N’~ I.

Supposei holds under assumptionA. B~the first justification, ii receivesthe
label {{A, N’}}. The second justification which invalidates the rule wilen a
member of the outlist is in, marks the set {A. N’} as nogood. As {A, N’} is
nogood,—iN’ has tile label {A}. Thus, the third justification producesa label
for n of {A}. By the last justification, {A} is marked as nogood. In general.
every environmentwhich supportsan odd loop is markedinconsistent.

7.3. Normal defaults

Reiter’s normal default is mucil easier to encode than a nonmonotonic
justification. The rule,

a : Auii/n

trailsiatesdirectly to

a. N’ ~ n.

7.4. Nonnormaldefaults

The nonnormaldefault.

a : i\Ib/e,

is difficult to encode.If a and 1) hold. thenc must:

a, b ~

file encodingfollows thesamestyleasthat usedfor nonmonotonicjustifications.
if ci is in a context, then is alsounlessthereis evidenceto the contrary:

a. C’~ c
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We needto have someway of identifying thosecontextscontaininga to which
b cannothe added.This is achievedby:

a, B’~b,

C/zoose{T’~h.B’}

igiiore{I~~}

ignore{B’}

The label of T~
h characterizesthe contextscontaining a to which b cannothe

added.C cannotbe supportedin thosecontexts:

Conversely,if e cannotbe added,thenb must be absent:

C/zoose{C’,r~~}
ignore{F~~}.

7.5. A more efficient, less complete,encoding of nonnormal defaults

Using the idea of Section4. the following encodingsuffices:

a, b ~ c,

a, C’ ~ C,

a, B’~ b,

igizore{B’},

-i B’, C’ ~ I,

~C’,b~i.

8. Implementation Issues

8.1. Implementing oneof disjunction

A oneof disjunction of ii assumptionsproduces~ti(n 1) nogoods.Given the

preponderanceof oneofdisjunctions in problem-solvingapplications.precursors
tO tile AIMS [2, 3] employed a special assumptiondata structure such that
environmentscontainingtwo assunlptiollsfrom tile sameoneofdisjunctionwould
neverhecreated.ThebasicAIMS mechanismsfor handlingbinarycontradictions
are so efficient that treating oneof disjunction as a special case provides no
advantage-
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Interpretation construction is far more efficient if the oneofdisjunctions are

explicitly identified. The ATMS infers which disjunctions are oneof.

8.2. Interpretations reexamined

Computing the interpretations can be extremely expensive.The problem is. in
general. NP-complete.However, dependingon the relative numbers and kinds
of nogoods, disjunctions, oneof disjunctions and assumptions, the different
algorithms vary by orders of magnitude in resourcesconsumed.

Enormous inefficiency is introduced by the presence of worthless assump-
tions. Thus, before presenting the algorithms, the notion of interpretation will
be amendedto make their computation more tractable. This redefinition does
violence to the precise definition of extension, but this has no practical
consequence.

In practice, the usual meaning of an assumption is: “If it is consistent to
believe x. and it is useful to believex, then assumex.” Any reasonableproblem
solver will not introduce an assumption unless it is useful to do so at the
momentthe assumption is made. However, ultimately many assumptionsturn
out to be of no value, not only becausethey are immediately contradicted or
proved correct, but also because they provide no useful information. Such
assumptions should he discarded. More generally, if environment i1 charac-
terizesextensione1. environment 1, characterizesextension e,, and both exten-
sionscontain the same nonassumptionnodes.then the two extensionsare, for
most problem-solving applications, indistinguishable. Furthermore, if i1 C 1,.
then i2 can be safely ignored.

Conceptually what the ATMS actually computescan he describedasfollows.
For each extension consider the minimal environment(s) which generate
the extension.These mini,nal interpretations are always subsetsof the inter-
pretation for the extension. The ATMS returns a set of sets of minimal
interpretations.

An interpretation may correspond to many minimal interpretations. Con-
sider the set of justifications,

A4,a, B4,b, a4,h, b4,a.

This set has two minimal interpretations { A) and { B) aswell as interpretation
(A. B).

One minimal interpretation may correspond to multiple interpretations.
Consider,

A4,a, B.C4,.L.

Thesejustifications have two interpretations (.4, B) and (A. C) hut onemini-
mal interpretation {A}.
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8.3. Interpretation construction

The current ATMS implementation incorporates a myriad of construction
algorithms, all deriving from two basic approachesdiscussedin this section.
The two approaches can be intuitively understood by considering the
environment lattice (see Fig. 3). The task of interpretation construction is to
identify the fringe betweenthe consistent and inconsistent environments. The
first algorithm starts at the bottom searching upwards adding asmany assump-
tions as possible (starting with (}) until environmentsbecomeinconsistent.The
secondalgorithm starts at the top searching downwards to consistencyremov-
ing as few assumptions as possible (starting with (A, B, C. D, E}) until
environments become consistent. Both algorithms find the consistent
environments with no consistentsupersets,i.e., the interpretations.

Interpretation construction searchesa spaceof the 2~environments. If the
fringe betweenconsistent and inconsistent environments lies along the middle
of the lattice, then both algorithms fail for even small problems. However, as is
more often the case.the fringe lies near the top or the bottom, or is extremely
‘jagged” and the middle (~“2)can be avoided. If the fringe is near the bottom.
then the first algorithm is best. If the fringe is near the top, then the second
algorithm is best.

The first five stepsof both algorithms are identical and efficient. First. the
basic ATMS garbage collects uselessassumptions. Second. any nogoods or
disjunctions containing garbagecollected assumptionsare themselvesgarbage
collected.Third, any assumption which doesnot appear in any nogoodholds in
every interpretation and need not be included in the search. The remaining
assumptionsare the kernel K for interpretation construction. The fourth step is
based on the observation that every interpretation must have exactly one
assumption from every oneof disjunction. Every set produced by unioning the
kernel with a selection of one disjunct from every disjunction must be. if
consistent. the subsetof a distinct interpretation. This set is easily computed
iteratively:

S0=(K).

= (s~U (01)154 ES,. o~C 0,},

where 0, is the ith oneof disjunction. At each iteration inconsistent environ-
mentsare removed from S~Note that the sizeof S~, grows monotonically. Thus
the combinatorics of the computations is on the order of the number of
solutions.When the oneof disjunctions are exhausted.eachelementof the final
S corresponds to at least one interpretation.

The two algorithms differ on the remaining steps.The first algorithm is best
for situations where there are many nogoods.Sixth, an iteration like that for
oneofdisjunctions is repeated for the remaining disjunctions. Only one disjunct
is selected from every disjunction. hut at each iteration only the minimal



{A, B, C, 0, E}

fA, B,

fA, B)

fA,B,c,D) ~A,BC,E} ~A,B,D,E) CA,C,D,E) ~B,C,D,E}

1~J

(A) (B) (C} (0) (E}

Fiu. 3. I~xtenSioflenvironniefits,
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elementsof each S1 are kept. Each elenlentof the final S~correspondsto at
leastone interpretation.

Ihe seventh is usually the nlost inefficient step. One strategy is to search
breadth-first upwardsfrom eachelementof the last S, (S0= {{ }} in Fig.3). At

each level each environment with no consistent superset is marked as an
interpretation,otherwiseits consistentstipersetsareexaminedat the next level.
Ihis processmust proceed ill parallel \vitll eacil elenlent of S1 to remove
duplicates-

The eighth step, integrated within the seventh, hut conceptually distinct,
removesassumptionswhich are irrelevant to a particular interpretation. The
ninth step organizesthe interpretationsinto indistinguishablesets (i.e.. two
interpretationsareindistinguishableif theircontextshavethesamenonassumption
nodes).

The secondalgorithm is best in situationswhere there are relatively few
nogoods. It is the dual of the first algorithm. Instead of starting with the
disjunctions and testing the resulting interpretations against the nogoods
this algorithm startswith the nogoodsand tests them againstthe disjunctions.
The sixth stepis an iteration over nogoodsselectingone assumptionfrom each
nogood.The seventhstepis analogousto searchingFig. 3 top-down.The result
is a set of candidates,whosecomplementscorrespondto the resultsof the sixth
and seventhstepsof the first algorithm.

8.4. Implementing disjunction and resolution

Disjunctionsare stored in a separatedatabase,much like the nogooddatabase
in form. This databaseis kept in simplest form. For example,the disjunction
clioose{A.B} is preferredto the disjunctionc/ioose{A.B, C}.

Assumptionscan he proven true or false. A true assumptionhasan empty
label environment.A false assumptionhas an empty label. By convention a
true node is indicated by choose{A} and a false Ilode h~ nogood{A}. As
recognitionand processingof such nodesis so important to performance.the
implementation representstile truth and falsity of nodes explicitly and tises
difierent algorithms to processthenl.

The AIMS incorporatessix resolution rules. If an assumptionis proventrue,
then it canhe removedfrom all nogoods(rule Hi):

c/i nose{ A}

nogood[{A} U (~]

ii ogoo~I[ ci~

If an assumptionis proven true, tIlell it can he removedlronl all labels (rule
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ii 2):

C/lOOSL’~A}

(n. {IA}Ua}U/3. {. .

(ii, ~} U /3, {. .

If an assumptionis proven false, then it can he removedfrom all disj unctions
(rule H3):

nogood{A }

choose{A,A1, A~,- .

choose{A ~, A }

Note that the ATMS doestiot incorporategeneralresolution rules for obtain-

ing other positive clauses.These, like H3, are not logically necessaryas the
user cannot ask what is in the disjunction database.H3 is a simple unit-
resolution rule which improves the efficiency of the other rules. Obtaining all
the positive clausesis not, in general,worth the trouble.

A binary disjunction resolveswith a negativeclauseto producea Horn clause
(rule 1-14):

choose{A,B}

nogood[{A} U a] where B~’a

If a new nogood or disjunction is discovered,then a new nogood may be
derived(rule H5):

clioose{A1. A~,... }

,lO~)Oda where A E a~and A1 ~ a1 for alli

nogoodU1[a —

Conceptually,H6 needsto be applied wllenever a label is changed.or new
d isj u nction 01 nogoocl is discovered:

CIlOOSL’~.-~1,,4

(/3, 1k, 3~

ito goodI { .1~} U a or A ~U o~ A and ~, for all i

(~.~ua1}Uik~~~)
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Applying H6 generally is extremely expensive.Fortunately, if H6 is applied
locally to a single Ilode, then it prodticesa global theoreticalnlinimal label for
tllat node.

Logically, only rulesH5 andH6areneeded.RulesHI and1—12 areunit versionsof
115 and H6 and are run first (a unit-preferencestrategy). Rule H3. also a
unit-preferencerule, is unrelatedto HSor H6 but is presentfor efficiencyreasons.
Rule H-i efficiently achievesall the effectsof rule H5 for binarydisjunctionsand
someof the effectsof rule 1-16.

If assumptionshavemanyjustifications.then it is often moreefficient to modify
rules Hi, H5 and H6 to producethe correspondingexplicit justifications.

8.5. Using resolution

‘The resolution rules H1—H1 are very fast. However, hyperresolutionrules H5
and H6 severelyreduce the efficiency of the ATNIS. For many applications
the extra problem-solving work resulting from ignoring hvperresolutionrules

H5 andH6 is less thanthe slow-downof the ATMS producedby using the rules.
Thusfor manycases,therulesareeithernotworthusing,ortheirnecessityindicates
an inappropriateformulationofthetask.Theimplementationemploysamodeflag
which hasfour possibilities:nothing: only employrules H1—H4: resolvenogoods:
only employrules H1—H5, hut only apply H6 if explicitly requested;lazyresolve:
employrulesHi—H5, butonly applyH6 to thelabelof anodewhenit is accessedby
theproblemsolver;andresolveeverything.Eachmodeis usefulforsomepurposes.

Mode nothing. Even without rules H5 and H6. interpretationconstruction
finds all interpretations.This is the default mode of the ATMS. Label com-

pletenessis satisfiedfor extensionsbut not for other contexts.Label consistency
is also lost. The AIMS will not find all the contradictionsuntil interpretation
construction discovers thenl indirectly. A node may incorrectly have a non-
empty label becausethe contradictionwhich would invalidate its label will not
be found. This inability to discover au nogoodsduring prohlenl solving fllealls
that the problem solver rna~’explorepossibilities which are inlpossihle.

In this mode, interpretation construction is slow because the set of
illterilll interpretationsS1 grows nonmonotonicaliv.Thus the expenseof inter-
pretation constructionis potentially unboundedwith respectto the numberof
ill terpretations.

Mode resolve nogoods. Sometimeslarge portions of the searchspaceare
worthlessand this can only be discoveredby exploring it. In tllis caseutilizing
the rule H5 is useful. In this mode ATNIS. the label consistencyis achieved.hut

labelsarestill incompletewith respectto nonextensioncontexts.
In this mode, interpretation construction is relatively fast as the expenseof

interpretation construction is on the order of tile number of illterpretations.
ilowever, interpretationconstructioncanoftenbe bypassedbecauseeverynode
\vitll anonemptvlabel is guaranteedto hold unders~nieinterpretation ~llld jUst tilis
piece of infornlation may be sufficient for tile problem-solving task. ‘lIltis, every

datumwhich hasanonemptvlabel holds ill someinterpretation alld consequently
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~ the problem solver will never work on impossible parts of the searchspace.
Mode lazy resolve.This modefollows from the observation that if H I —H5 are

- employed,then H6canheapplied toa singlelabel toobtain a globalminimumlabel.
~ Mode resolveeverything. The final mode. resolveeverything has a slight
t- advantageover lazyresolveif there are a great many queries. The advantageis
D that simpler environments are resolved first, and before the resolver is rein-
c. yoked, the label-update algorithm updates all the consequencesusually ren-
~dering the resolution rule inapplicable to the updated nodes(i.e., it has already
i~been done indirectly).

9. Further Research

~This paper illustrates how arbitrary propositional and nonmonotonic formulas
~can be communicated to the ATMS while retaining its multiple-context
i capability. However, for any particular task there are usually a variety of
t encoding techniqueswhich apply. Someof thesewill be incomplete for the task
s and others will be extremely inefficient. Choosing the appropriate encoding

:q that is complete enoughfor the task, but incompleteenoughto avoid extreme
~ inefficiency is,at themoment,an art. This is an important areafor future research.
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